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Abstract
the Grid infrastructure for the LHC experiments is well suited for batch-like analysis, it does not support the final steps of an analysis on a reduced data set, e.g. the optimization of
cuts and derivation of the final plots. Usually this part is done interactively. However, for the LHC these steps might still require a large amount of data. The German ”National Analysis
Facility” (NAF) at DESY in Hamburg is envisioned to close this gap. The NAF offers computing resources via the Sun Grid Engine (SGE) workload management system and the network
clustering file system Lustre for high bandwidth data access. From the beginning, it was planed to setup a ”Parallel ROOT Facility” (PROOF) to allow the users to analyze large amounts of data
interactively in parallel. On the other hand, a separate central PROOF cluster would be decoupled from the scheduling and accounting of the existing work load management system. Thus, we
have developed a setup that interfaces interactive PROOF to the SGE batch system by allowing every user to set up its own PROOF cluster using SGE’s parallel environments. In addition, this
setup circumvents security issues and incompatibilities between different ROOT versions. We will describe this setup and its performance for different analysis tasks.
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1. The German National Analysis Facility
”National Analysis Facility” (NAF) provides computing resources for the German participation at the LHC
and ILC.
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• How should one divide resources between the batch farm
and the PROOF farm?
• How to schedule the tasks of many users on one PROOF
cluster and account for them?
• How to implement security?

5. Performance
tests with CPU-intensive and I/O-intensive analyses show the expected scaling with the number of work-
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5.1 CPU-bound Analysis
3. PROOF in the Batch System
elegant solution to all these challenges offers the use
of individual PROOF clusters and using the workload
management system of the batch farm, SGE, to allocate
resources.
This allows for
• individually configured PROOF workers
• central resource management via SGE
• well integrated scheduling and accounting by the workload management system
• security by running in user space
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Differences between the NAF and a “normal” Grid cluster:
• local batch system using Sun Grid Engine (SGE)
• worker nodes connected to home directory
• high bandwidth data access : Lustre via InfiniBand
• interactive and batch jobs can access the official data
sets on the Grid storage.
Possible use case: final data analysis step with:
• many events
• rather large events
• computing intensive algorithms
Usually this is done interactively with just one process.
PROOF offers a much faster turn-around by using multiple processes on different hosts taking full advantage of the
Lustre storage and the available CPU resources.
2. PROOF
Parallel ROOT Facility (PROOF) enables parallel
processing in ROOT. The analysis of a chain of ROOT
files can be distributed to multiple workers almost transparently . All the user has to do is to connect to the PROOF
master from his interactive ROOT session.
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These results are obtained from an underlying event analysis that computed jet areas from calorimeter towers stored
in a ROOT ntuple. This computation is very CPU intensive
and the input rate scales well with the number of workers

4. The proofcluster Script
of the NAF can start their own PROOF cluster
with a simple command line tool:
• proofcluster config
– configures the PROOF cluster, e.g. number of workers
and their run time
– provides good default values, e.g. port numbers, ROOT
version for daemons
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Accordingly, the processing time for the whole analysis
decreases from more than two hours to 5 minutes.

[stadie@tcx041] /afs/naf.desy.de/group/cms/proof/proofcluster.pl config
Configuring PROOF cluster
------------------------PROOF master server name (default: localhost, Enter keeps: localhost)?
Number of workers (default: 10, Enter keeps: 1-10)?
Choose the site (valid answers: ’hh’ = Hamburg, ’zn’ = Zeuthen,
’any’ = don’t care) (default: hh, Enter keeps: hh)?
Select queue: short queue has a limit of 30mins (valid answers: normal, short)
(default: normal, Enter keeps: short)?
RAM required per worker (in MB) (default: 500, Enter keeps: 500)?
xrootd port (1094) (default: 1161, Enter keeps: 1202)?
xrootd protocol port (1093) (default: 1201, Enter keeps: 1201)?
CMSSW (nocmssw/1/2/auto) (default: auto, Enter keeps: auto)?
Path to ROOT installation or auto for automatic selection
(default: auto, Enter keeps: auto)?
Keep (copy) worker log files when stopping the cluster (y/n)
(default: n, Enter keeps: n)?

• proofcluster start
starts the PROOF cluster executing the following steps:
1. starts the PROOF master on the local host
2. submits a batch job using SGE’s parallel environments
qsub -pe proof 1-10 -notify -l s_cpu=00:30:00 -l h_vmem=500M -l site=hh
-o /scratch/current/cms/user/stadie/proofcluster/logs/stdout
-e /scratch/current/cms/user/stadie/proofcluster/logs/stderr
/scratch/current/cms/user/stadie/proofcluster/proofjob

5.2 I/O-bound Analysis
Analyses that apply cuts to the events and fill histograms are usually I/O bound.
Here the file system and underlying hardware determine how well the
application scales with the number of workers.

3. the batch jobs starts the worker process on every allocated host using the current environment and updates
the cluster configuration with the host name and the
number of slots per host
Now the user can use the PROOF cluster!
• proofcluster ends
ends the batch jobs and terminates the master process.
User on WGS

User on WGS

submit SGE PE job and get job slots

connect to PROOF cluster using ROOT
and start query

As expected, Lustre via InfiniBand clearly outperforms AFS.
Only one file server was used in this test. Thus, the input
rate should increase further with additional servers.

2.1 Advantages
PROOF allows the automatic parallelization of ROOT’s
TTree::Process(TSelector*) and TTree::Draw
and can for example be easily used with the CMS analysis framework.
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6. Conclusion
workers in PROOF cluster run analysis
code in parallel

2.2 Challenges at the NAF

merged output sent back to user

ROOF offers a much faster turn-around time for final
steps of an analysis. NAF users can profit from its
CPU resources and high bandwidth data access by starting user space PROOF clusters. These allocate their resources using the same workload management system as
the batch farm allowing for an central resource management for batch and interactive analyses.
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The standard configuration is to use dedicated machines to
setup one PROOF cluster. However, fragmenting the NAF
into a batch and one PROOF cluster has some drawbacks:
• It is difficult to find one PROOF setup that complies with
the different experiment’s software frameworks, e.g. special environments and ROOT versions
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